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This is the fourth in a series of live papers investigating the subgroup 
structure of the universal Chevalley group G = E,(F) of type E, over a field 
F and the geometry induced on the 27-dimensional FG-module V by the 
symmetric trilinear form f preserved by G. The series uses the geometry on 
V to describe and enumerate (up to a short list of ambiguities) all closed 
maximal subgroups of G when F is finite or algebraically closed. 
The main result of this fourth paper is Theorem 4 below which shows, 
under the assumption that F is finite or algebraically closed, that any 
closed subgroup M of G either stabilizes one of a set 55’ of structures on V 
or F*(M) Z(G)/Z(G) is a nonabelian simple group. The action of G on 
these structures and the stabilizer in G of each structure is described in the 
first three parts of the series. 
In addition results about involutions in G are established when F is of 
characteristic 2. Some of these results duplicate those in [3] when F is 
finite. A Baer-Suzuki Theorem for linear groups is also proved in 
Section 2, and may be of independent interest. 
We will refer extensively to results from Parts I, II, and III of this series 
[ 11. Lemma x.y.z from Part I will be referred to by the label 1.x.y.z. There 
is a discussion of notation and terminology and a summary of some of the 
most important facts from Parts I-III in Part III, Section 1. 
We close this section with a brief reminder of some of the notation from 
[l] not covered in Part III, Section 1. If H is a group, write Z(H) for the 
set of involutions of H. 
Let G = E,(F) and V the 27-dimensional FG-module with standard basis 
X= {xi. xi, xii: 1 di, j<6, kj}. Then G is the group of isometries of a 
certain symmetric trilinear form f on l? 
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From Part I, Section 3, we have a cannonical embedding of 
W(x, > x;)) into G such that the group P of transvections in 
w<x,5 xi)) with center (x,) satisfies [V, P] = V6. Denote by X the set 
of G-conjugates of P and for M 6 G write X(M) for (X n M). For each 
UE “#$ there is a unique member X(U) of X with U = [V, X(U)]. The 
members of X are the long root groups of G. For Mg G, U< V, write 
R(M), R(U) for the unipotent radical of M, NG( U), respectively. 
Recall from Part III, Section 1 that r is the group of semilinear maps on 
V preserving f up to a scalar and a twist by a field automorphism. Indeed 
f is the subgroup of Aut(G) of index 2 trivial on the Dynkin diagram of 
G. Let M < r with Mn G closed in G. Then M possesses a composition 
series. Recall a group K is quasisimple if K is perfect and K/Z(K) is simple. 
Furthermore, the components of M are its subnormal quasisimple sub- 
groups, F(M) is the largest normal nilpotent subgroup of M, E(M) is the 
product of the components of M, and F*(M) = F(M) E(M). If F(M) = 1 
then as M has a composition series, C,(E(M)) = 1. 
The following theorem is the main result of this paper: 
THEOREM 4. Let F be finite or algebraically closed and M a subgroup of 
r such that M n G is a closed subgroup of G. Then either: 
(1) M stabilizes a member of %?, or 
(2) F *( M n G) Z( G)/Z( G) is a nonabelian simple group. 
Theorem 4 is proved as follows: By Part III, Theorem 3, the result holds 
if there is a solvable M-invariant subgroup of G not contained in Z(G). So 
assume each M-invariant solvable subgroup of G is contained in Z(G). 
Then Theorems 6.5 and 7.4 complete the proof. 
2. A BAER-SUZUKI THEOREM 
In this section we prove the following version of the Baer-Suzuki 
Theorem :
(2.1) Let V be a finite dimensional vector space, G < GL( V), and S2 a 
G-invariant set of unipotent subgroups of G such that (X, Y) is unipotent for 
all X, YE 0. Then (a) is unipotent. 
We induct on n = dim( V); the case n = 1 is trivial as then 1 is the largest 
unipotent subgroup of G. For H Q G let 8(H) = (52 n H). Write r for the 
set of subgroups H of G such that C,(H)#O, H=B(C,(C,(H))), and 
C,(H) is minimal subject to these constraints. We begin a short series of 
reductions. Assume G, Q, V is a counterexample to (2.1) with n minimal. 
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(2.2) Zf 0 # U < V then 8(N,( U)) is unipotent. 
Proof: By induction on n, B(N,( U)) is unipotent on U and V/U, and 
hence also on V. 
Note the next two observations are immediate from (2.2): 
(2.3) G is irreducible on V, 
(2.4) Zf H = B(H) 6 G with C,(H) # 0 then H is unipotent. 
(2.5) If H = O(H) is unipotent then H is contained in some member of ZY 
Proof. Let O# U<C,(H) be minimal subject to U=C,(@C,(U))). 
Then fI( C,( U)) E r. 
(2.6) I~HE~ then H=B(N,(U))f or each H-invariant nontrivial proper 
subspace U of V. 
Proof: By (2.2), K= @N,(U)) is unipotent, so Of C,(K) 6 C,(H). 
Then H = K by (2.5) as HE ZY 
(2.7) Zf H E r then H = @N,(H)). 
Proof As N,(H) 6 N&C’,(H)), (2.7) follows from (2.6). 
As G is irreducible on V, R(G) = 1. Thus Z has more than one member. 
Pick distinct H, K E Z such that C,(8(H n K)) is minimal. Set 
I= 0(Hn K)). Note: 
(2.8) If 1. 
For pick AEH~Q, B~Knl2. Then (A,B)bXEr by (2.5). Then 
1 # B(Xn H), 8(Xn K), so by minimality of C,(Z), If 1. 
(2.9) I# WV,(Z)). 
Proof: First I# H or K, say the former. So as H is nilpotent, 
I# 8(N,(Z)). Then by (2.7), I# K. So Z#&N,(Z)). 
(2.10) CA4 z C,(~(N,(Z))). 
Proof Let .Z= B(N,(Z)) and assume C,(Z)= C,(J). Then C,(K)< 
C,(Z) = C,(J), so .Z< K by (2.6). But then .Z= Z, contrary to (2.9). 
As C,(Z)#C,(8(N,(Z))), H is the unique member of Z containing 
8(N,(Z)) by minimality of C,,(Z). But B(N,(Z)) 9 QN,(C,(Z))) d XE Z by 
(2.2) and (2.5). Thus H= X. By symmetry, X= K, a contradiction. Thus 
the proof of (2.1) is at last complete. 
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3. INVOLUTIONS IN CHARACTERISTIC 2 
In this section F is a field of characteristic 2 and I/ is a vector space of 
finite dimension n over F. The following lemma is straightforward. 
(3.1) Let t be an involution in CL(V) and X= {zl, . . . . z,, y,, . . . . y,, 
Ul, . . . . U,-*m } a basis for V with [y,, t] = zi and USE C,,(t). Then 
(1) Forv~C,(t), [u~y,,t]=v~z~. 
(2) [Y, A Yj, t]=J’i A Zj+Yj A Z,+Zi A Zi. 
(3) [VA V, t] is of dimension m(n-2m)+2(T)=m(n-m-1) with 
basis {z, A U/r, Zj A zi, yi A Zj+yj A zi: i,j, k). 
(4) C,,(t) is of dimension (“;“)+(‘;)+m with basis {zi A uk, z, A zi, 
Zj A yi + Zi A JJj : i,j, k}. 
(3.2) Let F be finite or algebraically closed, G = L,(F), Van FG-module, 
B a Bore1 group of G, and P the radical qf B. Assume [V, P, P] = 0. Then 
(1) All composition factors of V have dimension 1 or 2. 
(2) If V= [V, G] then V/C,(G) is the direct sum of 2-dimensional 
modules. 
(3) If V= (V,G) for some fixedpoint V, of B on V then dim(V) d 3 
with V the SO,(F)-module in case dim(V) = 3. 
Proof These facts are well known, but since I can’t find them in the 
literature I include a sketch of a proof. 
Identify P with the additive group of F via t H g(t) and identify a com- 
plement H to P in B with the multiplicative group F” of F via s I-+ h(s). 
Then g(t)h’“) = g(s*t). 
Observe first that as P is quadratic on V, P is also quadratic on each 
P-invariant section of V. So to prove (1) we may take V irreducible. Then 
by the Steinberg Tensor Product Theorem, V = Mu1 @ . . . @Mum for dis- 
tinct gi E Aut(F) and M the natural FG-module. Now if m > 1 then P is not 
quadratic on V. Indeed let {x, y } be a basis of A4 with B fixing x and 
g(t):yHy+tx. Let u=x@x@q, v=x@y@q, w=y@x@q, and 
z = y Q y @ q, where q is the tensor product of m - 2 copies of x. Then P 
fixes u and [z, g(t)] = to, u + ta, w + ta, ta,u. Hence as P is quadratic, P 
fixes v and w, which is evidently not the case. So (1) is established. 
Let Q be the second H-invariant conjugate of P, so that G = (P, Q). 
Assume V = [ V, G]. Then V = [ V, P] + [ V, Q] with [ V, P] n [ V, Q] cen- 
tralizing (P, Q) = G. So passing to V/( [ V, P] n [V, Q]), we may assume 
V=[V,P]@[V,Q]. As G=(g,Q) for gEP#, [V,P]=C,(g). Now 
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there exists k E Q with gk of nontrivial odd order. If 0 # C,(gk) then 
O#C.((g,k))<[P, V]n[Q, V]=O. So C,(gk)=O, and hence by (l), 
all composition factors of V are 2-dimensional. So it remains to show V is 
semisimple. Proceeding by induction on dim(V) we may assume U < V 
with U and V/U 2-dimensional P’G-modules but V is not semisimple, and 
it remains to derive a contradiction. 
Now there exists a basis X= {x1,x2, x3,x4) of V with U= (x,,x~). 
[ V, P] = (xi , x2 ), (xi ) H-invariant, and (x3, x4 ) NJ H)-invariant. 
Then with respect to X, g(t) and h(s) can be assumed to have matrices, 
s(t) = 
for some (T E Aut(F) with c : t H t*‘, k B 0. As [V, P] = C,(P), b = 0. Thus 
the map a : t H a(t) is additive. Also as g(t)h’“’ = g(s’t), we have a(~‘) = 
s(so)a( 1). 
If a( 1) = 0 then (x3, x4) is an FG-complement o U in V, contradicting 
V not semisimple. So a( 1) #O. Claim 0 = 1; that is k = 0. Assume not. 
There is r E F of order 2” - 1 with m > k. Let f(x) be the minimal poly- 
nomial of r over GF(2). Then 0 = f(r*), so as a is additive and 
u(s2) = s(sa)u( l), 0 = u(f(r*)) =f(r(r~))~u( 1). Thus r(~d) = rZk+ ’ is a root 
of f(x), so r 2k+ ’ = r*’ for some 0 < i < m. As r is of order 2” - 1 it follows 
that k = 0, contrary to hypothesis. 
So a=l. Henceu(s*t)=s*u(t), so [(x),P]=[(x),g] foreachgEP#. 
In particular there is a P-invariant complement to U in V. Then by 
Gaschutz’ Theorem, there is an L-invariant complement o W to U in V 
for each finite subgroup L = L,(F,) of G with P n L E Syl,(L). As 
[W, Pn L] = [W, P], W is P-invariant, so G = (P, L) acts on W, 
completing the proof of (2). 
Finally assume the hypotheses of (3). First V= [V, G] + V,. If 
V, < [V, G] then by (2), V,+ C,,(G) = C,(H) is N,(H)-invariant, and 
hence also invariant under G = (N,(H), B). Thus V. = V in this case. 
So we may take V= [V, G]. Then by (l), V/C,(G) is the natural 
2-dimensional FG-module A4. Finally as dim(H ‘( G, M)) = 1, dim( V) < 3 
with V the SO,(F)-module in case of equality. 
Assume in the remainder of this section that Q is a quadratic form on 
V with associated bilinear form ( , ) such that (V, Q) is hyperbolic. Assume 
further that F is perfect. Let G be the subgroup of 0( V, Q) preserving both 
classes of maximal totally singular subspaces of V. 
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(3.3) Let t be an involution in G. Then 
(1) [V, t] is totally isotropic of dimension at most n/2 and has a 
totally singular subspace of codimension at most 1. 
(2) For v E V, [v, t] is singular if and only zf (v, [v, t] ) = 0. 
Proof: If u is fixed by t then uL is a t-invariant hyperplane. So as t is 
unipotent, [V, t] 6 u’. Thus as [V, t] < C,(t), [V, t] is totally isotropic of 
dimension at most n/2. As [V, t] is totally isotropic Q: [V, t] -+ F is a 
linear map with respect to the scalar multiplication a * x = a*x on F. As F 
is perfect, F is l-dimensional with respect o this vector space structure, so 
the kernel of the map is of codimension at most 1 in [V, t]. 
For 0 E V, Q(v) = Q(vt) = Q(v) + Q(v) + Q([v, tl) + (0, Cv, tl), so (2) 
holds. 
Define an involution t E G to be of type a, or c, if dim( [ V, t]) = m and 
[V, t] is totally singular or not totally singular, respectively. 
(3.4) (1) Each involution in G is of type a,,, or c, for m < n/2 and m 
even. 
(2) G is transitive on involutions of each type except G has two orbits 
on involutions of type anI corresponding to its two orbits on maximal 
singular subspaces of V. 
Proof. See [3, Section 7 and 81; in [3] F is assumed to be finite but the 
proof only uses the hypothesis that F is perfect. The fact that t preserves 
both classes of maximal singular subspaces insures that dim( [ V, t]) is even. 
Given an involution t in G let V(t) be the kernel of the linear map 
v H (u, v’). By (3.3) and (3.4), either t is of type a, and V= V(t) or t is of 
type c, and V(t) is a hyperplane of V. In the later case let c(t) = V(t)‘, so 
that c(t) is a point. Indeed by [3; (7.5), (8.4)], c(t) is singular and in 
[V, t]. Define Rt(t) to consist of those g E GL( V) such that 1 -g = a( 1 - t) 
on V(t) and V/V(t)’ for some a E F. Hence Rt(t) g F and we find in 
[3, Section 1 l] that Rt(t) d G. 
(3.5) For each involution t E G, Co(t) = Co(Rt(t)). 
Proof: For gERt(t), l-g=a(l -t) on V(t) for some aEF, so 
CC,(t), 81 G Cd V(t)) = 1. 
(3.6) If t is an involution in G there exists a long root group R with 
R’ E Op( R). 
Proof V= U@ U’ with U a hyperbolic 4-space. Let a, c E 0( U, Q) be 
of type a2, c2, respectively, and d E 0( Ul, Q) of type ak, k 2 0, where by 
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convention d = 1 if k = 0. Then ad is of type a, +k and cd of type c2 + k, so 
by (3.4), each involution in G is conjugate to ad or cd for some d. But there 
exists a long root group R < 0( U, Q) with R” = R’ E Op(R), so the lemma 
holds. 
4. INVOLUTIONS IN E, IN CHARACTERISTIC 2 
In this section we adopt the hypothesis and notation of Part III, Sec- 
tion 1. In addition assume F is of characteristic 2 and perfect. Recall from 
Part III, Section 1, that we have a cannonical embedding of L = SL( V,) in 
G = E6( F). Given an involution i E L write Rt( i) for the set of elements g in 
L with 1 -g = t( 1 - i) on V, for some t E F. Thus Rt is a subgroup of L 
isomorphic to the additive group of F. Similarly for g E G define Rt(iR) = 
Rt(i)g; we will see soon that if iE L then Rt(i) g C,(i), so Rt(ig) is well 
defined. Define an involution i of G to be of type m if i is G-conjugate to 
an involution i’ of L with dim( [ V,, i’]) = m. Observe that involutions of 
type 1 are precisely the root involutions (i.e., the involutions contained in 
root subgroups) and that if i is of type 1 then Rt(i) is the root group 
X( [ V, i]) of i in G. The next two lemmas follow from (3.1) and the 
representation of L on V described in Part III, Section 1: 
(4.1) Letj,(t)ELfix xi, ldid4, and [xs,jz(t)]=tx,, [x,,j*(t)]= 
tx,. Then for tgF‘“: 
(l) cv(j2(t)l= ( v45 VA3 -xv, xI5, x26? x16+%5 : i,j&)). 
c2) cv3 jdt)l = ( v2? vi> x35, x46, x459 x369 X56r x16 +x25). 
(3) RtMt)) = {j2(s) : SE F). 
(4.2) Let j,(t)ELfix l, x2, x3, and Cx,,j,(t)l =x3, [x5, j,(t)] = tx,, 
[x6, j,(t)] = tx,. Then for t E F#: 
tl) cv(j3(t))= (‘3, ‘it x45? x46, x56, x15, x26? x34, x16+x2S, 
x14 + x3S7 x24 + x36 >. 
t2) [Vlj3(t)l=(V3? vi, x45? x46, x56, x16+%? x14+x35, 
x24 +x36). 
(3) Rt(j3(t))= {j,(s) :~EJ’} 
(4.3) Each involution in G is of type 1, 2, or 3 and G is transitive on 
involutions of each type. 
Proof: First L = SL( V6) has three classes of involutions: those of 
type 1, 2, and 3. Hence it suffices to show each involution t in G is fused 
into L. 
481.131.1-3 
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Let K = SL( (xi, xi )) and suppose t acts on K. Then as N,(K) = LKH, 
and LKH,fLK contains no involutions, t E LK. Then conjugating in LK we 
may take t = t, t, t, t, with tie Ki and I= ( Ki : 1 < i 6 4) the direct product 
of four conjugates Ki of K. Further there is a special plane 7~ with 
ZdSZ=C,(n)“. Now if ti#l then t,, t,t,, tlt,t3 are of type 1, 2, 3, 
respectively. Further if each ti is nontrivial then t is fused under an element 
of G inducing triality on Sz to t, t,. 
So we may assume t acts on no G-conjugate of K. Let I= T/i + V, t; then 
either 1= Vi or I is a singular or hyperbolic line. If I is singular then t fixes 
a singular point on 1 and then t( fixes a member of ViT,,. On the other hand 
if 1 is hyperbolic then t fixes @(Z)E V&. So as it is of type m for i of 
type m, we may assume t E G,,. 
If t $R(G,,) then as G,,/R(G,,) z’SZ&(F), by (3.6) there exists 
YEX(G,,) with ( Y, Y’) not unipotent. But then by 111.2.2.4, t acts on a 
G-conjugate of K, contrary to hypothesis. So assume t E R(G,,). Let 
M= NGlo( xb)). It remains to observe that R(G,,) is isomorphic as an 
M-module to U = V,,0 n xbd and by 1.75, M has two orbits on U #. Thus 
each element of R(G,,)# is of type 1 or 2. 
(4.4) Let j be an involution in G of type 2. Then there exists c(j)E 6, 
Q(j) E “y;, such that c(j) < Q(j), and 
(I) c(j)An@(j)= (%([I’, j])) is of codimension 1 in [V, j]. 
(2) Cccjjd(j) is of codimension 1 in C,(j) and c(j)A and C,(j) = 
CccjJd(j) + @(A. 
(3) Each singular point in C,(j) is in c(j)A or Q(j). 
(4) For iERt(j) thereexist tEFwith i-l=t(j-l)on @(j)e. 
(5) C&) = C&W)). 
Proof Adopt the notation of (4.1); without loss j = j,( 1). Let 
4.0 = (xs6) and W) = @h6, xj4). Then by (4.1), (2) holds and [V, j] = 
(c(j)An@(j),u), whereu=x,,+x,,. So to prove (1) it remains to prove 
that if s is singular in [V, j] then s E Q(j). But if not, s = u + u for some 
v E @p(j), so as x,~, xz5 E @(j)f3 and u, xj4 E Q(j), 0 = Q(x,,, s) = 
f(x,,, x16~ xz5) # 0, a contradiction. Thus (1) holds. 
Next suppose r is singular in C,(j) but not in c(j)d or Q(j). Let 
YE@(~)-c(j)d be singular. Then I= (r,y) is a line in C,,(j) with 
U = 1 n c( j)d a point. If I is singular then U d ( y, c(j)) A < @(j) and then 
r E ( U, y ) < Q(j). Thus 1 is hyperbolic and c(j) E UA < @( 1). Then @(j) = 
@(c(j), y) = @(r, y), a contradiction. So (3) holds. 
By (3.1) and the description of the action of L on V, (4) holds. Thus 
[C,(j), Rt(j)] <C,(@(j)e)= 1, so (5) holds. 
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(4.5) Let j be an involution in G of type 3. Then there exists A(j)E V3 
such that 
(1) AW = %(CK jl) and C,(j) < VA(j)). 
(2) For iERt(j) there exists teF with i- 1 = t(j- 1) on [(A(j)). 
(3) C&l = WWj)). 
Proof: By (4.3) we may take j= j,( 1) in the notation of (4.2). Then 
part (1) holds with A(j)= (x,,, xa6, x56} by (4.2), once we show A( 
contains all singular points in [V, j]. Next C,(j) contains a subgroup 
L, 2 SL,(F) which acts naturally on [V, j]/A(j)A, so ifs E [V, j] - A( 
is singular then we may take s = u + v, where u = xi6 + xZ5 and v E A( j)A. 
Now A( <xj4d + (x,,, xj, xi) and (x=,~, xX, xi) is singular and 
Q,,,-orthogonal to (xl,, G). so O=Qh4, s)=f(-h, x16, x,,)fO, a 
contradiction. Hence (1) is established. 
By (3.1), j,(t)- 1 = t(j- 1) on [(A(j)). So (2) holds. By (2) 
CC&), MAI d CdI(A(A) = 1, so (3) holds. 
(4.6) Let j be an involution in G of type 2. Then 
(1) N,(Rt(j)) is the stabilizer in G of the triple c(j), Q(j), 
C K A + @(A. 
(2) Wj) G NC(j)) n R(j)) and Nc(Rt(j))mlR(c(j)) N@(j)) 2 
SP,(F). 
(3) N,(Rt(j)) is transitive on singular points in Q(j)-c(j)A and 
t@(j) n c(j)d) - c(j). 
ProoJ: We may take j = j,( 1) as in (4.1). Then by inspection 
jE R(c(j)) n R(@(j)) = R. By (4.4), Y= N,(Rt(j)) stabilizes c(j) and Q(j) 
and hence acts on R. Let U= @(x,,, xZ5) and M= NJ U) n NG(@( j)). 
Then U n Q(j) = c( j) and by 1.7.8, R(c( j)) = R(M) with (M/R(c( j)))m g 
Q,$ (F) and R is isomorphic to (Un c(j)d)/c(j) as an M/R(c(j))-module. 
In particular Rt(j) corresponds to a nonsingular point of (Un c(j)A)/c(j) 
under this isomorphism so that N,,,(Rt(j))“/R(c(j)) g Sp,(F) as F is per- 
fect. Further N,(Rt( j)) is the stabilizer in M of the line [V, j] n U and 
hence of [V, j] + Q(j). Conversely R(@( j)) is transitive on the members of 
Vi0 through c(j) not incident with Q(j), so Y= R(@(j))M. Hence (1) and 
(2) hold. R(c(j)) is transitive on singular points in Q(j) - c(j)d and as 
(U n c(j)d)/c(j) is conjugate under a triality automorphism of M/R(c(j)) 
to (Q(j) n c( j)d)/c( j), C,(j) is transitive on singular points in (Q(j) n 
c(j)d)/c(j). Thus (3) holds. 
(4.7) Let j be an involution of type 2 in G. Then N,(Rt( j)) has three 
orbits on { U E qO : c(j) E U} : 
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(1) @(Ai WA G R(W)). 
(2) U with U incident with Q(j); j is of type a2 on U with c(j) < 
[U, j] and Rt( j) is the root group in 0( U, Q,) for j on U. 
(3) U with U not incident with Q(j); j is of type c1 on U with 
c(j) < [U, j] and Rt( j) is the root group in 0( U, Q,) for j on U. 
Proof The dual of (4.6)(3) implies N,(Rt(j)) has the three orbits 
claimed. By 4.1 we may take j = j,( 1) as in (4.1). Then (2) and (3) can be 
computed directly on the representatives Vi, and @(x5,, xIz) for orbits 2 
and 3. 
(4.8) Let j be an involution in G. Then 
(1) CV, WA, MAI =O. 
(2) Zf u E V is singular with [u, j] E VA then ([II, j]) = [II, Rt(j)]. 
Proof: This is clear if j is a root involution and it follows from (4.1), 
(4.2), (4.4), and (4.5) if j is of type 2 or 3. 
(4.9). Let j be an involution of type 3 in G and define D(j) = (X(B) : 
A(j) < BE Ye). Then D(j) s F* and Aut,(D( j)) 6 CL,(F). 
Proof: Let S be the set of BE ^y with A(j) < B. Note for each pair of 
distinct B, CES, A(j)=BnC and 0=(X(B), X(C))=X(B)xX(C) is 
partitioned by members of S by 111.2.2. Indeed (S) = D and as 
Aut,(B)EF# and (R(N,(B)), R(N,(C)) induces SL,(F) on D and 
is transitive on S and hence normal in No(D), we conclude 
Aut,(D) Q CL,(F). 
(4.10) Let ME L,(F) < G with F finite or algebraically closed and 
IFI > 2 and Rt(j) the unipotent radical of a Bore1 group of A4 for some 
involution j. Then 
(1) Zf U E Yx is M-invariant then either [M, U] = 0 or [M, U] is of 
dimension 2 and C,(M) is a point. 
(2) Zf U is a N,(Rt(j))-invariant point of V then (UM) is of dimen- 
sion at most 3 and brilliant and indecomposable. 
Proof: By hypothesis Rt(j) is the unipotent radical of a Bore1 group B 
of M. By (4.8), Rt(j) is quadratic on V. In (l), [U, j] =0 or a point. By 
(4.8), [U, Rt( j)] = [U, j] and C,(j) = C,(Rt( j)). Then (3.2) completes 
the proof of (1). Similarly in (2), (3.2) implies W= (UA4) is of dimension 
at most 3 and M is indecomposable on W. As W is generated by singular 
points it follows that W is brillant by 1.2.11 and 1.2.12. 
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5. SOME SUBGROUPS OF E, GENERATED BY LONG ROOT GROUPS 
In this section assume the hypothesis and notation of Part III, Section 1 
(which, in particular, gives the definition of the terms “brilliant”, 
“9-decomposition”, and “3-decomposition” used below). See Part III, 
Section 2 for information about long root groups. For GE Vile, the 
elements u E I/ - @O induce quadratic forms (Q,) 1 Q on @ which are similar; 
we write QG for such a form. 
(5.1) Let A, B be commuting subgroups of G isomorphic to SL,(F) and 
containing long root groups and C the subgroup of C,(AB) generated by 
unipo ten t elements. Then 
(1) C,(AB)=c(AB)@U(AB), where c(AB) is a singular point and 
U(AB) is a Q,-nondegenerate &dimensional subspace of some @ E $& with 
c(AB) $ 8. 
(2) C’g SL,(F) induces SZ(U(AB), Q@) on U(AB). 
(3) If D is a conjugate of A contained in C then C,(ABD) is a special 
plane, (X(C,(ABD))) = EE A’, and C,(ABD) = C,(ABDE). 
(4) N,(AB) is brilliant. 
Proof The pair A, B is determined up to conjugation, so by Part III, 
Section 2 we may take A = SL,( (xi, x; )) and B < L to centralize xi, i> 2, 
and act on V,. Then the remarks are easily checked. Indeed c(AB) = (x12) 
and U(AB) = (xi/ : i, j > 2). Up to conjugation, D and E are the subgroups 
of L with [ V6, D] = (x,, x,), [ Vgr E] = (x,, x6), and centralizing the 
remaining xi. C,(ABD) = C,(ABDE) = (xi,, x34, xs6). Part (1) and 
111.8.6 imply (4). 
(5.2) Let C=(X(C))<C,(SL((x,,x’,))). Then either 
(1) There exists subspaces U, Ui of V, and subgroups Ci of L such 
that V, = ei Ui@ U, [C, U] = 0, C is the direct product of the C;, 
Ui = [V,, C,], and either 
(a) Ci = SL( Ui) or Sp( U,), or 
(b) JFI = 2 and Ci= O(U,, Qi) for some quadratic form Qi on U,. 
(2) IFI =2, and CzSs, or S,. 
Proof X(C,(SL( (x,, x’,))) is the set of root groups of transvections of 
L = SL( V,), so the lemma follows from work of McLaughlin [4, 51. 
(5.3) Let Ai= (X(Ai)), 1 Q i<n, be nontrivial commuting subgroups of 
GwithR(A,)=landn>l.Set I’=(Ai:l<ifn).Thenoneofthefoiiow- 
ing holds: 
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( 1) N,( Y) is brilliant. 
(2) N,(Y) stabilizes a member of +&. 
(3) N,(Y) stabilizes a 9-decomposition of V. 
Proof Let Z be the product of all the Ai isomorphic top Ai, so that 
Z~N,(Y).A~R(A~)=l,wemayassumeA=SL((x,,x;))~A,by(2.1) 
and 111.2.2. Thus (A, : i < n) is a subgroup of L described in (5.2). 
If A, E X then by (5.1) N&Z) and hence also NJ Y) satisfies (1) or (2). 
So we may assume no Aj is in X. 
If A, = L or Sp(V,), or IFI =2 and Ai rO;(2), then by 5.1.3, 
A = (X(C,(A,))), contrary to our assumption. Similarly if A, = SL( V,) 
then C,(A,) = (xs6, IV), where W= (.x5, x6,x;, xi), so N,(A,) stabi- 
lizes (xs6) and B(W) by 111.8.6. So (X(C,(A,))) =a( W, Q,,w,) =AA’ 
for some A’eX(C,(A)), contrary to our hypothesis. 
Suppose A, = Sp( V4) preserves the alternating form x,x2 +x3x4 or 
IF/ =2 and A,=O(Vd, Ql) f or some quadratic form Q, on V4 of sign ( - ) 
associated to this alternating form. Then C,(A,) = (x,,, W, v), where 
v=x,* +x34. Thus again by 111.8.6, N&AI) stabilizes a(W). So 
(X(C,(A,))= (X(C,(A,)~N,(@(W))))=A;ZS~,(F) is conjugate to 
Sp( V4) in NG(@( W)). So Z = A, or A, A;, and in either case N,( Y) acts 
on @(W) and hence is brilliant. 
If Ai = SL( V3) then C,(A,) E @, is contained in a unique 
3-decomposition CI of V with (X( C,(A i))) = B, B, with B, conjugate to A, 
in N,(a). Thus as no A, is in X, each Ai for i > 1 is B2 or B,, so 
Ni-( Y) G N,(a). 
Thus by (5.2) we may assume IFI = 2 and each Ai is in one of the excep- 
tional cases of (5.2) not yet discussed. In particular up to conjugation there 
is Bd A, with B= 0( V4, Qi) for some quadratic form Qi on V, of sign 
(- ). Now we saw earlier that (X(C,(B))) g Sp,(2). Hence A, is L,(2), 
O;(2), or Sp,(2), contradicting A, in one of the exceptional cases of (5.2). 
(5.4) Assume F is finite or algebraically closed. Let A, B be nontrivial 
subgroups of G with R(B)= [A, B] = 1, B= (X(B)), F*(A) quasisimple, 
and either 
(a) char(F) = 2 and each involution in A is of type 2, or 
(b) char(F) # 2 and A = (I,,(A)). 
Then N,(A)n N,(B) acts on a member of @ or “119, or is brilliant. 
Proof, See Part III, Section 6 for the definition of the class I,6 of involu- 
tions of G when char(F) # 2. In particular if Jo Z,6 then there is a C,(j)- 
invariant singular point c(j) associated to j. 
Let U=(c(j):j~I), where Z=Z(A) if char(F)=2 and Z=Z,,(A) 
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otherwise. By hypothesis (a) or (b) this makes sense and c(j) is a singular 
point invariant under C,(j) for each Jo I. So [U, B] = 0. Also if U is 
brilliant then so is N,(A), so we may assume there exists i, j, k E Z such that 
c(i), c(j), c(k) is a special triple. Without loss this triple is the triple vi, Q, 
u3 of Part III, Section 4; adopt the notation of that section. Let iJi be the 
projection of U on Wi and let Z = ( ui, Ui : 1 6 i < 3). Then Z d C,(B). 
Suppose UI is singular. Then u,Az is of codimension 2 in Z, so 
(u,NJA)) is the e-direct sum of special planes. (cf., [2, (1.7)]; the same 
proof works when f is symmetric since ui is singular.) Without loss 
rc = (ul, 02, Us) is one of these special planes and u2 and u3 are conjugate 
to oi under N,(A). Thus each Ui is singular while as A is quasisimple, there 
are at least live A-conjugates of rr. Thus dim(Uj) 24 for some i. But B 
centralizes Ui, impossible as B < R = C&n) E Spin:(F), and the centralizer 
in Q of a 4-dimensional singular subspace U; of Wi is unipotent. 
So there are nonsingular points ni E Ui for i = 2, 3. By 11.2.3, there is a 
nonsingular vector n, with (ni ) = CA n W,, where C = {u E W, : 
f(u, n,, n3) = O}. Then B centralizes Y = ( ui. ni : 1 d i< 6), and by 111.5.8, 
YE eb. Let M= C,(Y). By 111.5.4 and 111.5.5, Mr G,(F) and V= Y + W 
with W the sum of 3 natural 7-dimensional modules for M. In particular 
as B Q M, [Z] says that B is conjugate to SL( V2) or SL( Vs) regarded as 
a subgroup of L or B z SU,(K/F) for some quadratic extension K of F and 
in that case by 111.3.3, C,(B)E%&. In the first two cases N,(B) is brilliant 
and in the third N,(B) acts on C,(B)E+&,. 
6. SUBGROUPS OF E, IN CHARACTERISTIC 2 
In this section assume the hypothesis and notation of Part III, Section 1 
with F finite or algebraically closed. Denote by Non the set of proper sub- 
groups M of G such that M is closed, Z(G) is the largest M-invariant solv- 
able subgroup of G, and M has more than one component. Partially order 
Non by M-+ N if N,(M) < N,(N). Write Non* for the maximal members 
of Non under Q . Assume ME Non and let Li, 1 < i < n, be the components 
of M; thus n > 1 by hypothesis. Let K, be generated by all unipotent 
elements in the centralizer in M of all components Lk, k # i. 
(6.1) (1) For distinct i, k, [K,, Kk] <Z(G), and if MENon* then 
Li=F*(Ki), andM=N,(S), where S={K,: l<i<n). 
(2) Ifchar( then Rt(j)dK,for each jEZ(Li) 
(3) Any one of the following imply there is NE Non* with M $ N: 
(a) F is finite. 
(b) A4 is infinite. 
(c) char(F) = 2. 
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Proof: As M~Norr, C,(E(M))= Z(G). So for i# k, [K,, Kk] Q 
C&E(M)) = Z(G). In particular [K”, Kk] = 1. Again as ME Non, Z(G) is 
the largest solvable normal subgroup of NJS) while as n > 1 and 
[K,, Kk] Q Z(G) for i # k, fi = NJS) has more than one component. Thus 
fin Non. Let Ljl, . . . . L,, be the components of K,. Then E(D) = ni,j L,, 
and L, < Hi Li,j. Thus K,,< K,, so L,_a K,. As [K,, L,,] = 1 for 
(i, j) # (r, $1, L, = f’*(K,). 
Now if ME Non * then M = fi, so (1) holds. 
If char(F) = 2, then by 4.4.5 and 4.53, Rt(j) d Ki for each je Z(Li). Thus 
(2) holds. 
Next (3) is trivial if F is finite, so assume F is algebraically closed. As 
A4 6 fi, we may take M = fi. Thus Ki < M. Then if char(F) = 2, Rt(j) is 
infinite and hence M is infinite as R(j) d Ki for each j E Z(Lj). So we may 
assume M is infinite. Then the connected component M” of M is nontrivial. 
Now choose NE Non with M < N, and N of maximal dimension subject to 
these constraints. Then NE Non*. 
In the remainder of this section assume char(F) = 2 and ME Non*. 
Write Z,(Li) for the set of involutions of type 2 in L;. 
(6.2) (1) Let U, = (c(j) :~EZ,(L,)). Then [Kk, U,] =Ofor k> 1. 
(2) If N,(M) is not brilliant then at most one Li contains involutions 
of type 2. 
Proof Observe K, centralizes c(j) for each je Z,(L,) and hence 
[ Ui, Kk] = 0. Suppose Z,(Li) is nonempty for i = 1, 2. For j E Z,(L,), j cen- 
tralizes Ui. Claim U1 < c(j)d. If not there is kE Z,(L,) with c(k) $ c(j)d. 
By 4.4.3, c(k) E Q(j). By (2.1) there is gE L, with Y= (Rt(k), Rt(kg)) not 
unipotent. Then Y acts on G(j) and fixes c(j), so [Y, a(j)] 6 c(j)d. This 
contradicts (4.7). Thus c(k) E c(j)A. 
So U, <c(j)d. Hence U, is brilliant. Further 77, < U,A. Thus 
( Ui : 1 < i < n) is brilliant, so N,(M) is brilliant. 
(6.3) Zf L, contains an involution j of type 3 then either K, contains X(B) 
for each BE Ye with A(j) < B, or n = 2 and N,(M) is brilliant. 
Proof For jEZ3(L,) let D(j)= (X(B) : A(j)< BEV,). By (4.9), 
D(j) r F2 and Aut,(D(j)) d GL,(F). So 
(a) Either [L2, D(j)] = 1 or K2 = L, 2 L,(F). Moreover there exists 
at most one i> 1 with CL,, D(j)] # 1. 
Let .?= N,(M). Suppose 1 # L is a z-invariant product of components 
of A4 centralizing D(j). As ME Non *, M= N,(L). Also D, = (D(j)Li) 
centralizes L, so D, < M. Then for k > 1, [Lk, D(j)] < D(j), so as Lk is a 
component of M, [Lk, D(j)] = 1, and then [Lk, D,] = 1. Hence 
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(b) If some nontrivial Z-invariant product of components centralizes 
D(j), then D(j) <K,. 
So assume no such Z-invariant subgroup exists. Then 
(c) Each L, not isomorphic to L,(F) is conjugate in E to L,. 
(d) If L is a component of M with L’# {L,} and [D(j), J] = 1 for 
each JE Lz distinct from L,, then D(j) <K,. 
For assume otherwise and let L, E L”. Then D(j) centralizes L,, and by 
(b), L, is conjugate to L,. So [Di, D2] <D, n D,. Then the group 
generated by T= (0,)’ is Z-invariant and proper in G, so as ME Non*, 
M = NJ T). Thus again D(j) < K, . Thus (d) is established. 
From now on assume D(j) $K, and A4 is not brilliant. Note that (a) 
and (d) imply: 
(e) L, z L,(F) for all k> 1. 
(f) If L, 9E then n=2 and [D(j), L,] # 1 
For if L, IIZ then Z<N,(D1) and ,Z is transitive on { Li : i > 1) by (a) 
and (d). Hence if n # 2 then by (a), [L,, D(j)] = 1 for i# 1, contradicting 
(b). 
(g) If n > 2 then .Z is transitive on its components. 
For if not then there is an orbit 0, and the set 4 of components not in 
0, is nonempty. Now either OZ c C(D(j)) or 0, - {L, } E C(D(j)). The first 
case is out by (b). In the second Co, # {L,} by (f), and then (d) supplies a 
contradiction. 
Assume n > 1 and define a relation r on the components of A4 by LirLk 
if if k and [L,, Dk] # 1. By (a) and (d), for each Li there is a unique L, 
with L;rL,. Notice the set of connected components of r are a system of 
imprimitivity for E. Further if C, and C2 are distinct connected com- 
ponents of r and E, = (D, : L, E C,), then [E,, E,] GE, n E, and E, n E, 
is centralized by each component of M, so as usual M is the normalizer of 
{ Ei : 1 } and we get D(j) < K,, contrary to hypothesis. Thus r is connected. 
Thus we can order the components o that LirL,+ , for each i, where the 
indices are read mod n. Then D(j) = [D(j), L,] and [D(j), L,] = 1 for 
i#l,n. So D(j)<N(D;) for i#n and [L,,Di]=l for i#k, k+l. Thus 
D(j)=[D(j),L,]<C(Di) for i#n, 1, as n>2. Hence [D,,Di]=l for 
i#n, 1. By symmetry between n and 1, [D,, Dk] = 1 for k#n- 1, n, so 
[D,, D,] = 1. Then our usual argument supplies a contradiction. So we 
have shown: 
(h) n=2. 
The involutions in L, are of type 3 and L, % L,(F). 
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Note that if an involution t in L, is of type 3, and L, is not L,(F), then 
by symmetry between L, and L2, D(t) < Kz = Lz, whereas L, has one class 
of involutions. So it remains to assume t is of type 1 or 2 and get a con- 
tradiction. If t is of type 1 then [L,, I’] is M-invariant and brilliant, so A4 
is brilliant. Similarly if t is of type 2 then U = (c(t) L2 ) is M-invariant and 
brilliant by 4.10.2. 
By 4.10.1, either [L2, ,4(j)] =0 or [L,, A(j)] is of dimension 2 and Lz 
centralizes a point of A(j). Thus in any case there is a NE(Rt( j))-invariant 
point P of C,,,,(L,). By 4.10.2, B= (PL,) is of dimension 2 or 3 and B 
is brilliant. So if L, a E then B is brilliant. Hence there is g E E interchang- 
ing L, and L,, and as B<C,(L,) and N,(Rt(j)) acts on B, .? acfs on 
B + Bg. As L, is indecomposible on B, B < Bg9. Thus B + Bg is brilliant, so 
z is too. Thus the proof of (6.3) is at least complete. 
(6.4) Jf N,-(M) is not brilliant then either K, contains a long root group 
or Z(L,) = Z,(L,), and Ki contains a long root group for each i> 1. 
Proof By (4.3) each involution in G is of type 1, 2, or 3. By (6.3) the 
lemma holds if L, contains an involution of type 3. By 6.1.2, the lemma 
holds if L, contains an involution of type 1. So we may assume 
Z(L,) = Z,(L,) and then 6.2.2 completes the proof. 
(6.5) One of the following holds: 
(1) N,(M) is brilliant. 
(2) N,(M) stabilizes a member of %e or ev. 
(3) N,(M) stabilizes a 9-decomposition of V. 
Proof Assume z”= N,(M) is not brilliant and order the Li so that 
K,, . . . . K,,, contain long root groups but K,,, + 1, . . . . K, do not. Then by (6.4) 
either m > 1 or n = 2, m = 1, and Z(L,) = Z,(L,). In the first case 
,Y= N,(KI . . K,) and (5.3) completes the proof. In the second (5.4) 
completes the proof. 
7. CHARACTERISTICS OTHER THAN 2 
In this section assume the hypothesis and notation of the previous 
section but with F of characteristic distinct from 2. In particular ME Non. 
See Part III, Section 6 for a discussion of the involutions of G; in 
particular G has two classes Ziz and I,, of involutions. For je I,,, write 
K(j) for the unique G-conjugate of SL( (xi, x;)) containing j. Thus 
K(j) 9 G(j). 
(7.1) Let i, j E Z,2 with ij E Z,z. Then each perfect subgroup of C,( (i, j >) 
centralizes K(j). 
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Proof. Let C= C,(j)” and K= K(j). As ij~ Z,2, 111.6.4.2, 111.6.7.3, and 
111.3.3 imply C,(i) is solvable. Thus if Y6 C,( (i, j)) with Y perfect then 
i centralizes the projection Yn of Y on K/(j) with respect to the decom- 
position C/(j) x C,-(K)/(j), so Yn = 1. That is [K, Y] = 1. 
(7.2) Let E be a 4-subgroup of L,. Then 
(1) Z~E#CI,~ then K(e)dKjfor alleEE#. 
(2) Ifs” ~116, then I,JLr) is empty for r # i. 
Proof: Part (1) follows from (7.1). So assume E # G I,,. Let j E Z,,(L,) 
for some r # i. Each unipotent or perfect subgroup of C,(j) centralizes 
c(j). So Li centralizes c(j). Similarly L, centralizes rt = (c(e) : e E E # ). But 
by 111.6.4.2 and 111.6.7.3, rt is a special plane and n = C,(E). Thus c(j) < 
C,(E) = 71. Hence c(j) = c(e) for some e E E #, so eje R(N,(c(j))). This is 
impossible as ej is an involution. 
(7.3) There exists NENo~* with A44 N. 
Proof By (6.1) we may assume F is algebraically closed. Indeed 
arguing as in the proof of (6.1), we may assume Ki < M for each i, and by 
6.1.3 it remains to prove M is infinite. But as Li is quasisimple with Z(L;) 
of odd order, there exists a 4-subgroup E of Li with E# fused in Li. Then 
by 7.2.2 we may assume E # G I,,, so 7.2.1 completes the proof. 
(7.4) One of the following holds: 
(1) N,(M) is brilliant. 
(2) N,(M) stabilizes a member of e6 or S9. 
(3) N,(M) stabilizes a 9-decomposition of V. 
Proof: By (7.3) we may assume ME Non*. Let ,5 = N,(M). Assume Z 
is not brilliant and order the Li so that K,, . . . . K,,, contain long root groups 
by K,, + , , . ..> K,, do not. We saw in the proof of the previous lemma that 
m 2 1. If m > 1 then (5.3) completes the proof, so assume m = 1. Now (5.4) 
completes the proof. 
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